
Addressing the 20th anniversary
celebration of the Institute of

South Asian Studies (ISAS) on 11
July, President Tharman

Shanmugaratnam says, “We
have seen extensive investments
by Singapore investors in India in

recent years and growing
interactions between our business

communities, and the mood
remains bullish.”
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Tenders: Govt committed to
Rs.24,000+cr port
implementation in Kerala

Tenders: India offers $100bn
opportunities in E&P sector
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Ministry sanctions 120 projects
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Tenders: DRDO sanctions
seven new projects to the
private sector

Tenders: NPG evaluates five
infrastructure projects

Tenders: Arunachal has
50GW of hydropower
potential

Tenders: PM Modi lays
foundations and dedicates
Rs.29,400cr projects in Mumbai

Tenders: MNRE issues
guidelines for Green Hydrogen
Production
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Tenders: BCGCL makes
progress on Lakhanpur Coal
Gasification Project

Tenders: Minister assures
stakeholders of prospects in
maritime sector

Tenders : Kumar to lead IFC
investment team across Asia
Pacific

“The Australia-India Strategic Research
Fund has delivered more than 360

collaborative research projects in the
past 18 years, ensuring our nation’s

universities and research institutions
have remained at the forefront of
global research," according to Ed
Husic, Minister for Industry and

Science, Australia.
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2025

Projects: Govt issues
guidelines for testing and
infra support for hydrogen

Project: DPIIT signs MoU with NCAER
for Development of Framework &
Assessment of Logistics Cost in
India
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Projects: 27 defence
technologies realised under
TDF scheme
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Projects: $170m ADB loan for India’s
health system preparedness and
future pandemics
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Projects: Singapore’s InCorp
advises Deakin on courses at
Gift City campus

Projects: MoU signed for setting
up testing facilities in Chennai

Projects: Conference discusses
steel slag road developments

Markets: BLS acquires iDATA
for expansion in Europe

Markets: Gigamon’s Chennai
office to meet growing global
demand for solutions

Market: LTIMindtree to serve
East Asian clients from
Shanghai centre

Markets

Projects: Greaves Engineering
offers CPCB IV+ compliant
gensets

“There is a very large and growing middle-income population in India, with
private consumption now accounting for about 50% to 60% of the country’s

gross domestic product, observed Connie Chan, Temasek’s head of financial
services.
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Norwegian Ambassador to India May-Elin Stener has proposed to
enhance the ties in fields of Science and Technology along with

ongoing Marine and Polar studies during a review of Indo-Norway
collaboration on Blue-Economy with Minister of State Dr Jitendra

Singh on 12 July.

Lip-Bu Tan, advisor to Yali
Capital remarked, "Indians

have been very strong in
deep tech due to a strong
emphasis on STEM in their
education system. I have
backed many deep tech

companies led by Indian-
origin CEOs in the USA. I am

keen to work with Yali Capital
to help create globally
recognized deep tech

companies from India."
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news’ from budget
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BuildCon 2024
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policy to strengthen domestic
shipping fleets

Markets: Plastic recycling
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"In a market that is extremely competitive and constantly
evolving, we need to create products that are stylish and
have a strong personality," Alessandro Tartarini said on 6

July announcing the venture into the Indian market.

“Made in India, our
transformative new products

are built to suit the
requirements of Indian homes
and the and support our fight

against climate change,”
elaborated Sumati Sahgal,

Vice President - Retail,
Schneider Electric India.
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“We are excited to bring our
expertise to the Indian and

global markets and
contribute to more efficient

water management
practices,” says Jitendra K.

Agarwal, Jt. Managing
Director of Genus.

“Our focus has always been
on developing the best

talent to deliver tailor-made
solutions for our global

clients that help them build
and maintain competitive
advantage,” said Shekhar

Patil, founder & CEO,
Excelmax Technologies.
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“This collaboration with South Korean major will see the
execution of a Composite Sleeper Plant specifically
designed to service the diverse clientele mentioned

above. The project is expected to be completed within
a timeframe of 48 months,” elaborated Amit Bansal,

Joint MD and CEO, K&R Rail Engineering Ltd.
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TA Managing Director Dhiraj
Poddar highlights, “Vastu is
well-positioned to become a

leader in the secured affordable
housing segment as well as

continue its impressive growth
trajectory in the small business

loans and vehicle finance
segments in India.”
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Karthik Narain, group chief executive of Technology at
Accenture, says, “Our acquisition of Excelmax enhances our

expertise across every aspect of silicon design and development
—from concept to production—so we can help our clients fuel

innovation and drive growth.”
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Shane Buckley, president
and CEO at Gigamon, says,
“India is not only a premier

source of top technical
talent, but, with the fastest
growing economy in the
G20, our Chennai office

enables us to capitalize on
the growing demand for our
Deep Observability Pipeline
solution in India, across the
broader APAC region, and

around the world.”
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Technology
“Our expansion and

investment in India will
significantly accelerate our

customer footprint while
empowering the country’s

government and enterprises
to innovate in the cloud with
confidence and enhanced

security,” said Gavin Selkirk,
Vice President and General

Manager of Asia-Pacific
and Japan, Sysdig.
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